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Abstract. A significant fraction of liquid clouds are not cap-
tured in existing CloudSat radar-based products because the
clouds are masked by surface clutter or have insufficient re-
flectivities. To account for these missing clouds, we train
a random forest regression model to predict cloud optical
depth and cloud top effective radius from other CloudSat and
CALIPSO observables that do not include the radar reflectiv-
ity profile. By assuming a subadiabatic cloud model, we are
then able to retrieve a vertical profile of cloud microphysi-
cal properties for all liquid-phase oceanic clouds that are de-
tected by CALIPSO’s lidar but missed by CloudSat’s radar.
Daytime estimates of cloud optical depth, cloud top effective
radius, and cloud liquid water path are robustly correlated
with coincident estimates from the MODIS instrument on
board the Aqua satellite. This new algorithm offers a promis-
ing path forward for estimating the water contents of thin
liquid clouds observed by CloudSat and CALIPSO at night,
when MODIS observations that rely upon reflected sunlight
are not available.

1 Introduction

Low-level liquid clouds play a vital role in Earth’s climate
system, influencing radiative balance (e.g., Hartmann et al.,
1992) and weather patterns (e.g., Ma et al., 1996). These
clouds cool the climate by reflecting incoming solar radia-
tion, and changes in the extent, thickness, or properties of
these clouds in the future could have important implications.
Indeed, the low-cloud feedback is one of the most impor-

tant sources of uncertainty in global climate models (Zelinka
et al., 2016). Satellite datasets of low clouds can provide
near-global coverage using consistent instruments and thus
are well suited for evaluating and constraining cloud models.
While many different instruments can be used to estimate
low-cloud fraction, the CloudSat satellite (Stephens et al.,
2008), with its 94 GHz Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR; Tanelli
et al., 2008), is particularly noteworthy because of its ability
to provide vertically resolved estimates of cloud liquid wa-
ter content (LWC). These vertical profiles can be used for
process studies and model validation and to calculate short-
wave and longwave radiative heating profiles (Henderson et
al., 2013).

The CloudSat Data Processing Center (DPC) currently
produces two operational retrievals of cloud water content.
The first, 2B-CWC-RO, is a “radar-only” product that relies
only on profiles of reflectivity from CPR and is based upon
optimal estimation (Austin et al., 2009). The second, 2B-
CWC-RVOD (Leinonen et al., 2016), is a daytime-only prod-
uct that is further constrained by visible wavelength optical
depth measurements from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS; Justice et al., 1998) on board
the Aqua satellite, which flew in formation with CloudSat
as part of NASA’s “A-Train” of satellites from 2006–2018.
These products have proven to be quite valuable to the sci-
entific community (e.g., Yue et al., 2020; Ham et al., 2022;
Oreopoulos et al., 2022). However, both 2B-CWC-RO and
2B-CWC-RVOD only provide estimates of cloud water for
radar bins that are deemed “likely cloud” by the CloudSat
cloud mask algorithm (Marchand et al., 2008). In practice,
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Figure 1. Percentage of daytime 2009 CloudSat oceanic pixels that
contain a single-layer liquid cloud below 5 km, according to various
R05 CloudSat products: (a) 2B-CLDCLASS-LIDAR, (b) MODIS-
1KM-AUX, (c) 2B-CWC-RO, and (d) 2B-CWC-RVOD.

this means that the cloud must return CPR reflectivities that
are above the radar’s noise floor, which was around−30 dBZ
at the beginning of the mission (Tanelli et al., 2008) and have
a cloud top high enough so as not to be masked by surface
clutter. As a result, many low-altitude, shallow liquid clouds
are not captured in the operational cloud water content prod-
ucts (Christensen et al., 2013; Li et al., 2018; Lamer et al.,
2020; Schulte et al., 2023). This is particularly problematic
for radiation studies, as even relatively thin liquid clouds
can reflect substantial incoming solar radiation (Turner et al.,
2007).

Another member of the A-Train is the CALIPSO satel-
lite (Winker et al., 2009), which carries the Cloud-Aerosol
Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP; Hunt et al.,
2009). CALIOP can detect the presence and cloud-top phase
of even very thin clouds, although it lacks the cloud pro-
filing capabilities of CPR because its signal rapidly atten-
uates in liquid clouds. When comparing the percentage of
time CALIOP detects a single-layer low-level (below 5 km)
liquid cloud to the percentage of the time these clouds are
detected by CloudSat, it becomes clear that the operational
CloudSat products fail to capture many of the clouds de-
tected by CALIOP. Figure 1 shows the 2009 daytime single-
layer warm-cloud fraction from 2B-CWC-RO and 2B-CWC-
RVOD compared to MODIS and CALIOP. In some of the
stratocumulus-dominated areas of the world, CALIOP de-
tects a liquid cloud in close to 80 % of CloudSat pixels, while
the CPR cloud fraction is less than half that. MODIS cloud
fractions are also not quite as high as those from CALIOP,
indicating that it too misses many of the thinnest clouds, but
they are still much higher than the cloud fractions from CPR.

Schulte et al. (2023) demonstrated a method of estimating
profiles of cloud water using MODIS measurements of cloud
optical depth (τ ) and cloud top effective radius (re). With this
method, the cloud top height is determined by CALIOP, and

the vertical distribution of the cloud water is calculated using
adiabatic parcel theory, modified to account for the fact that
observed clouds are often subadiabatic (Wood et al., 2009).
This method produces reasonable estimates of cloud liquid
water contents for clouds which are detected by CALIOP and
MODIS but not by CPR. However, as demonstrated in Fig. 1,
some thin liquid clouds are seen by CALIOP but missed even
by MODIS. Moreover, MODIS observations rely upon re-
flected sunlight, so this method is not viable at night.

Motivated by these limitations of the MODIS subadiabatic
model, in this study we develop a random forest machine
learning model to predict τ and re from non-radar-reflectivity
observables from CPR and CALIOP. Then, the same subadi-
abatic assumptions can be used to produce a profile of LWC
for clouds that are detected by CALIOP but do not have as-
sociated CPR reflectivities or MODIS cloud microphysical
retrievals. The methodology is detailed in Sect. 2, the model
performance is evaluated in Sect. 3, and in Sect. 4 we offer
our conclusions.

2 Data and methods

In this study we make use of several operational data prod-
ucts obtained from the CloudSat DPC (https://www.cloudsat.
cira.colostate.edu, last access: 22 December 2023). In all
cases, we use the R05 version of each product. CPR geoloca-
tion data and the surface backscatter cross section come from
2B-GEOPROF (Marchand et al., 2008), while the 94 GHz
brightness temperature (TB94), derived from the radar noise
floor in non-cloudy radar bins and available for all Cloud-
Sat pixels, is found in the 2B-TB94 product (Lebsock and
Suzuki, 2016). Auxiliary atmospheric information comes
from ECMWF-AUX, including total column water vapor
(TCWV), sea surface temperature (SST), 10 m wind speed,
and profiles of temperature and pressure (used by the sub-
adiabatic model). These data are from the European Cen-
tre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) HRES
(high resolution) forecast model, collocated to the CPR pro-
files by the DPC. We use the 2B-CLDCLASS-LIDAR prod-
uct (Sassen et al., 2008) to screen for clouds detected by
CALIOP, determine the phase of the clouds, and set the
cloud top height. For training our model, we use MODIS
3.7 µm channel estimates of τ and re from MODIS-1KM-
AUX. These data are provided at 1 km resolution; we use
the 1 km MODIS pixel whose center is closest to the center
of the CPR footprint for each matchup. Finally, we compare
our estimates of cloud water content to estimates from 2B-
CWC-RVOD and 2B-CWC-RO.

We obtain additional CALIOP data as follows: 532 nm
column-integrated attenuated backscatter (CIAB) and col-
umn optical depth derived from the Ocean Derived Col-
umn Optical Depths algorithm (ODCOD τ ) come from the
CALIOP Level 2 1 km Cloud Layer Product, version 4.51
(CAL_LID_L2_01kmCLay-Standard-V4.51). We also use
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CALIOP-derived estimates of cloud top effective radius
(CTER) and cloud top LWC (CTLWC). These are generated
using the methodology of Hu et al. (2021) and can be found
on the DPC website. Similar to MODIS, these CALIOP
products are provided at 1 km resolution, and we follow the
same colocation procedure as for MODIS data.

2.1 Screening

For this study we use A-train data from 2008 and 2009. These
years are chosen because there are fewer interruptions in data
availability than in many other years and because CPR and
CALIOP were still “young” and functioning at their high-
est capabilities. Only CloudSat granules that have valid out-
put files for all of the R05 products mentioned above are
included. In addition, our focus is only on oceanic Cloud-
Sat pixels which contain single-layer liquid-phase clouds. To
screen for this, we require that 2B-CLDCLASS-LIDAR in-
dicates that a given pixel only has one cloud layer, that the
layer is liquid, and that the top of the layer is at or below
5 km above sea level. In addition, the 2B-GEOPROF land–
sea flag must be equal to “2” (indicating ocean). The year
2008 is used to train the random forest model, while 2009 is
used to evaluate the retrieval performance. After this screen-
ing is applied, we are left with 24 645 411 pixels from 2008
and 21 643 449 pixels from 2009. These amount to 15.7 %
and 15.8 % of all CloudSat observations in 2008 and 2009,
respectively.

Before the ODCOD data are ingested into our algorithm,
there is a small amount of pre-processing that is done in ad-
dition to the colocation procedure described above. The OD-
COD column τ estimates include a bit-wise quality flag. If
bit 10 indicates that no lidar surface was found, we consider
the column optical depth signal to be saturated, and we ar-
bitrarily set the ODCOD τ value to 5. The point of this is
to distinguish pixels for which there is no ODCOD estimate
because the column is too optically thick for CALIOP to see
the ocean surface from pixels for which there is no ODCOD
estimate for other reasons. The value of 5 is chosen because
it is larger than all other ODCOD τ estimates for which the
signal is not saturated. In theory, it should not matter which
value of τ is chosen to represent saturated pixels, as the ran-
dom forest method makes no assumptions of linearity in the
input–output relationships. In practice, we tested setting the
value of saturated pixels to either 50 or 500 instead of 5, and
in both cases the effect on retrieval performance was mini-
mal.

2.2 Subadiabatic cloud model

The concept of using cloud optical depth and droplet effec-
tive radius to infer cloud water content has been around for
decades (e.g., Stephens, 1978). However, to do so, one must
make assumptions about the vertical structure of the cloud.
Two common approaches are to either assume that the cloud

is vertically homogeneous (e.g., Nakajima and King, 1990)
or to assume an “adiabatic cloud,” one in which the cloud
water linearly increases from base to top, while droplet num-
ber concentration stays constant (e.g., Brenguier et al., 2003).
Both assumptions lead to closed-form expressions for the in-
tegrated liquid water path (LWP) of a cloud as a function of
τ and cloud top re (Wood and Hartmann, 2006). However,
liquid clouds in the real world do not fit neatly into either
of these two categories (Brenguier et al., 2000; Rangno and
Hobbs, 2005; Rauber et al., 2007; Min et al., 2012).

Schulte et al. (2023) used an adjustment to the adiabatic
model (Wood et al., 2009) meant to account for cloud pro-
cesses such as entrainment and mixing that tend to cause
actual clouds to have subadiabatic growth rates. With this
model, the LWC l of a cloud increases with height h above
cloud base according to Eq. (1):

l (h)= c (T ,P )h
z0

z0+h
, (1)

where z0 is a scaling factor, and c(T ,P ) is given by Eq. (2):

c (T ,P )= ρair
cp

Lv
(0d−0m) . (2)

c(T ,P ) is the moist adiabatic condensation rate at tempera-
ture T and pressure P , with ρair equal to the air density of
a fully saturated air parcel at that temperature and pressure.
cp = 1004 J (kg K)−1 is the specific heat of dry air at constant
pressure, Lv= 2.26× 106 J K−1 is latent heat of vaporization
of water, 0d= 9.8 K km−1 is the dry adiabatic lapse rate, and
0m is the moist adiabatic lapse rate at T and P . In this paper,
we set z0= 500 m, following Ragno and Hobbs (2005) and
Wood et al. (2009).

The optical depth of a liquid cloud with cloud depth H is
given by Eq. (3):

τ =
3Qext

4ρl

H∫
0

l

re
dh. (3)

Qext is the extinction efficiency; ρl is the density of water;
and the effective radius is defined by

re =

∫
r3n(r)dr∫
r2n(r)dr

, (4)

where n(r) is the number concentration of cloud droplets
with radius r . As Schulte et al. (2023) showed, when con-
sidering the assumptions of the subadiabatic model and the
inherent relationship between l and n(r), it is possible to use
Eqs. (1) and (3) to solve for H and the profile of l(h) given
cloud optical depth and cloud top effective radius, that is, τ
and re(H). In practice, this is done using look-up tables be-
cause the analytical solution involves integrals which have
no closed-form expression. We refer the reader to Schulte
et al. (2023) for details. Nevertheless, using this method,
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combined with our estimate of cloud top height from 2B-
CLDCLASS-LIDAR, we are able to convert estimates of τ
and cloud top re, either from MODIS or from our random
forest retrieval, into a modeled profile of cloud liquid water.
While not the focus of this paper, the subadiabatic model also
produces an estimate of the total cloud droplet number con-
centration (N ), which is assumed to be constant with height.
Finally, we note that in order to provide for an apples-to-
apples comparison against CloudSat products in Figs. 6 and
7, we average the subadiabatic profiles of LWC to the vertical
resolution of CPR. Specifically, we use a Gaussian-weighted
moving average filter with a 6 dB window size of 480 m and
sample the filtered profile at the center of each CPR bin (ev-
ery 240 m).

2.3 Random forest regression model

Machine learning (ML), in general, refers to any empirical
method whereby parameters are fit on a training dataset in
order to optimize a predefined loss function (Chase et al.,
2022). ML methods are based on statistical relationships be-
tween variables rather than explicit physical models. Simple
ML methods, such as linear regression, have been used in
satellite retrievals for decades (e.g., Adler and Negri, 1988).
More recently, more sophisticated methods which are better
able to handle nonlinear relationships between variables have
become more common (Hilburn et al., 2020; Hu et al., 2021;
Yang et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021; Lee et al., 2022; Pfre-
undschuh et al., 2022; Goldenstern and Kummerow, 2023).

The random forest ML method, which we use in this study,
is based on the concept of a decision tree (Breiman, 1984). A
decision tree is a hierarchical flowchart-like structure made
up of decision nodes, branches, and leaf nodes. Each deci-
sion node represents a test that is performed on the input data
(for example, whether the CPR surface return is above or be-
low 10 dB), with the branches representing different possi-
ble outcomes of that test. The branch may lead to another
decision node (“Is the wind speed above 5 knots?”) or ter-
minate in a leaf. At the leaf node, the tree provides the final
model prediction. Decision trees can be used for either clas-
sification or regression problems, although our focus here
is on regression. As the depth of a decision tree increases,
it often becomes over-fit to the training data (Chase et al.,
2022). The random forest method (Breiman, 2001) attempts
to compensate for this using an ensemble of decision trees.
Many different decision trees are created, each based on a
random subset of training data sampled from the original
dataset with replacement. When making a prediction, the ran-
dom forest averages the results of all the decision trees in the
ensemble. Recently, random forests have been used in atmo-
spheric science to forecast severe weather (Hill et al., 2020),
improve radar-based precipitation nowcasts (Mao and Sorte-
berg, 2020), estimate particulate matter concentrations from
satellite observations (Yang et al., 2021), and detect clouds
(Haynes et al., 2022), among many other applications.

Our random forest model has nine inputs and two outputs.
The outputs are cloud optical depth and cloud top effective
radius, and the model is trained to minimize the sum of the
squared error between these predicted quantities and the cor-
responding MODIS observations. For training, we only use
observations between 45° S and 45° N. This is because there
are biases in the MODIS cloud retrievals at high solar zenith
angles (Grosvenor and Wood, 2014; Lebsock and Su, 2014),
and we do not want the random forest to learn these biased re-
lationships. Extrapolated retrievals can still be performed at
these higher latitudes, however, just as they can be performed
at night. The inputs are TB94 and σ0 from CPR; SST, TCWV,
and 10 m wind speed from ECMWF-AUX; and CIAB, OD-
COD τ , CTER, and CTLWC from CALIOP. These inputs
can be found in Table 1, along with our physical justifica-
tion for including each of them. Several other input vari-
ables (for example, CloudSat-derived path integrated atten-
uation) were tested; however, they were found to not signif-
icantly improve retrieval performance beyond what can be
achieved with these nine variables. It is also worth mention-
ing that two of the input variables, ODCOD τ and CTER,
are CALIOP-based estimates of exactly the things we are
trying to retrieve, that is, optical depth and cloud top effec-
tive radius. Essentially, the random forest takes the CALIOP-
based estimates and adjusts them up or down depending on
the additional information available in the other eight inputs.
This results in slightly better performance than just taking
the CTER estimates as is and much better performance than
taking the ODCOD estimates as is (because that product sat-
urates so quickly). The model is trained using the Python
package “scikit-learn” (Pedregosa et al., 2011). We include
100 trees in our forest, and each tree has a maximum depth
of 50, with at least 50 samples required to be a leaf node.
Other hyperparameters follow the default values in scikit-
learn. The space of possible hyperparameter combinations
one could choose is quite large and multidimensional; how-
ever, we performed a series of tests in which we retrained the
model using stochastically chosen combinations and found
that the output of the model was not particularly sensitive to
our choices. In particular, we do not get better results when
increasing the number of trees or decreasing their max depth.

3 Results

We first evaluate how well our model performs for daytime
clouds, for which MODIS “ground truth” validation data are
available. In this paper we focus on comparisons to MODIS,
rather than on comparisons to the CloudSat CWC algorithms,
because so many pixels are not captured by the CPR cloud
flag. Additionally, for the clouds that are flagged by CPR,
there is good agreement between MODIS and 2B-CWC-
RVOD, as demonstrated extensively in Schulte et al. (2023).
Figure 2 includes density plots showing how model predic-
tions of τ , cloud top re, and LWP (i.e., the height-integrated
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Table 1. The nine inputs to our random forest regression model, along with their sources and physical justifications for inclusion.

Input parameter Source (instrument Physical justification
or model)

94 GHz brightness temperature
(TB94)

CloudSat Cloud water absorbs and re-emits microwave radia-
tion emitted from the radiometrically cool ocean, in-
creasing TB.

CPR surface return (σ0) CloudSat The ocean surface is very reflective, but the signal is
attenuated by cloud water in the atmospheric column.

Total column water vapor (TCWV) ECMWF HRES Water vapor increases TB94 and decreases σ0.

Sea surface temperature (SST) ECMWF HRES TB94 increases with SST. SST slightly modulates σ0.

10 m wind speed ECMWF HRES Wind speed affects ocean reflectance/emissivity and
thus σ0 and TB94.

532 nm column-integrated attenuated
backscatter (CIAB)

CALIPSO A thicker cloud will scatter more, although this effect
saturates quickly.

Ocean-column-derived optical depth
(ODCOD τ )

CALIPSO Similar to σ0 – the ocean surface is reflective, but
cloud water attenuates the signal.

Hu et al. (2021) cloud top effective
radius (CTER)

CALIPSO Uses the full CALIOP profile and a machine learning
algorithm to estimate re, one of our desired outputs.

Hu et al. (2021) cloud top liquid
water content (CTLWC)

CALIPSO Clouds with a higher CTLWC will tend to have
higher optical depths.

LWC from the subadiabatic model) compare to MODIS es-
timates for the same CloudSat pixels. These plots include
all 2009 oceanic pixels detected as cloudy by MODIS be-
tween 45° S and 45° N and diagnosed as single-layer liquid
clouds by CALIOP. There is overall good agreement for all
three parameters, with Pearson’s correlation coefficients of
0.74, 0.74, and 0.78 for τ , re, and LWP, respectively. In other
words, a little over half of the variance in these cloud quan-
tities can be explained by our predictive model. That said,
model errors can still be quite large for individual cases, and
the model predictions of re (and to some extent τ ) are biased
high at low values and biased low at high values. Additional
summary statistics can be found in Table 2. Performance on
the training dataset (i.e., 2008) is comparable to the perfor-
mance on the test dataset, leading us to believe that the model
is not overfit.

With the random forest model, the latitude-weighted day-
time oceanic warm liquid cloud fraction increases from 4.6 %
in 2B-CWC-RVOD to 23.5 % (refer back to Fig. 1). There is
a more modest increase in average warm-cloud liquid water
path from 6.4 g m−2 in RVOD to 10.2 g m−2 with the random
forest model. This can be seen in Fig. 3, which plots maps
of the average unconditional daytime warm-cloud LWP for
the year 2009 from 2B-CWC-RO, 2B-CWC-RVOD, 1KM-
AUX-MODIS, and our random forest model. The pattern
of average warm-cloud LWP from the random forest model
(Fig. 3d) looks very similar to the MODIS map (Fig. 3c),
with slightly more (11 % averaged over the globe) liquid wa-

ter retrieved by the random forest model because it includes
clouds which are detected by CALIOP but not by MODIS.
Meanwhile, the average warm-cloud LWP from 2B-CWC-
RO is much higher than the other estimates, despite the cloud
fraction being lower, which indicates that 2B-CWC-RO is
likely retrieving cloud water contents that are too high for
individual clouds.

It is instructive to separate the random forest daytime pre-
dictions into categories based on whether each pixel is iden-
tified as cloudy by the CloudSat radar and by MODIS. We
have done this in Table 3 for the 2009 test dataset. In over
75 % of cases (i.e., categories 2, 4, and 6), a cloud that is
detected by CALIOP is not detected by the CloudSat radar.
This underscores the need for augmentation based upon other
available instruments. When CALIOP, MODIS, and Cloud-
Sat all detect a cloud (category 1), there is excellent agree-
ment between the random-forest-retrieved LWP, the MODIS
subadiabatic LWP, and the CloudSat 2B-CWC-RVOD LWP.
The largest category of cases (category 2) is pixels for which
MODIS and CALIOP detect a cloud that is undetected by
the CloudSat radar. The fact that there is good agreement
between the random forest cloud water retrieval and the
MODIS subadiabatic model in these cases is encouraging
and allows us to more confidently make predictions using the
random forest model at night. Nevertheless, in about 20 % of
all daytime cases (categories 3 and 4), MODIS identifies the
pixel as “partly cloudy”, and in another 30 % of cases (cat-
egories 5 and 6), MODIS does not indicate a cloud at all.
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Figure 2. Density plots showing model predictions of (a) cloud optical depth, (b) cloud top effective radius, and (c) cloud liquid water path
compared to MODIS retrievals, for daytime CloudSat oceanic pixels seen by MODIS in 2009 and identified as single-layer liquid clouds by
2C-CLDCLASS-LIDAR. In the case of LWP, the MODIS-derived “Subadiabatic LWP” is calculated according to the method described in
Schulte et al. (2023).

Table 2. Various model evaluation statistics for the year 2009, comparing the output of our random forest model to the MODIS products the
model is trained to emulate. RMSE is the root mean squared error, and MAE is the mean absolute error.

Parameter Correlation RMSE MAE Bias
coef.

Cloud optical depth (τ ) 0.738 7.13 3.21 +0.07
Cloud top effective radius (re) 0.735 3.38 µm 2.53 µm +0.06 µm
Cloud liquid water path (LWP) 0.779 63.5 g m−2 30.0 g m−2

+1.23 g m−2

Figure 3. Maps of 2009 average daytime cloud liquid water
path over the oceans from (a) 2B-CWC-RO, (b) 2B-CWC-RVOD,
(c) 1KM-AUX-MODIS, and (d) our random forest model. This is
the unconditional average (the denominator is all daytime Cloud-
Sat overpasses). However, cloud liquid is only counted as part of
the average (i.e., in the numerator) if a given pixel is identified as
a single-layer liquid cloud by 2B-CLDCLASS-LIDAR. Note that
panel (a) has a different color scale than the rest of the panels.

While it is good to see that the random-forest-retrieved LWPs
for these cases tend to be lower than for categories 1 and 2,
it is worth noting that retrievals in these cases carry more un-
certainty. These pixels likely include very thin and/or patchy
clouds, for which the assumption of a horizontally uniform
cloud that is used in the subadiabatic model does not apply.
In addition, Fig. 2 indicates that random forest predictions of
τ at these low optical depths are likely to be biased high.

Figure 4 plots histograms of model predictions of τ , re,
and LWP for 2009 daytime pixels, broken down into clouds
that are thick enough to be detected by MODIS (i.e., cat-
egories 1–4) and those that are missed by MODIS (cate-
gories 5–6). For clouds not seen by MODIS, the distribu-
tions of predicted τ and LWP heavily favor values near zero.
These distributions support the idea that the daytime clouds
missed by MODIS tend to be thin and patchy, with low opti-
cal depths and liquid water paths, and that the random forest
model is able to correctly identify these clouds as thin.

How does the retrieval algorithm perform at nighttime?
While we lack nighttime observations with which to directly
validate the retrievals (hence the need for a new algorithm
in the first place), in Fig. 5 we compare the distributions of
retrieved τ , re, and LWP at night (in blue) to the distribu-
tions during the day (in red). The good performance of the
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Table 3. Statistics of 2009 daytime pixels for which CALIOP detects a warm cloud, divided into one of six categories based on whether or
not they are visible and how they are classified by MODIS. Dashes indicate that a product necessary to calculate the statistic in question is
not available for that category of pixel.

Category Percentage Median- Median Median LWP correlation LWP correlation
of all pixels random-forest- MODIS RVOD- between between
identified as retrieved subadiabatic retrieved retrieval and retrieval and

cloudy by LWP LWP LWP MODIS RVOD
CALIOP

1: MODIS cloudy/radar detected 18.2 88.2 90.0 101.2 0.71 0.67
2: MODIS cloudy/radar undetected 31.3 34.2 30.3 – 0.81 –
3: MODIS PCL/radar detected 2.4 35.6 29.8 – 0.38 –
4: MODIS PCL/radar undetected 18.4 16.8 11.0 – 0.46 –
5: MODIS undetected/radar detected 2.5 38.2 – – – –
6: MODIS undetected/radar undetected 27.2 15.6 – – – –

Figure 4. Distributions of retrieved values of (a) liquid water path, (b) optical depth, and (c) cloud top effective radius from the random
forest model for 2009 daytime pixels between 45° S and 45° N identified by 2B-CLDCLASS-LIDAR as single-layer liquid clouds. The blue
histograms correspond to pixels also identified as cloudy by 1KM-AUX-MODIS and the red histograms to pixels identified by CALIPSO as
cloudy but not by MODIS. The dotted vertical lines represent the median of each distribution.

model during the day, combined with the fact that the dis-
tributions in Fig. 5 are broadly similar, increases our confi-
dence that the nighttime retrievals can be trusted. That said,
there are some slight differences between the daytime and
nighttime statistics. On average, the nighttime clouds (as re-
trieved) have slightly higher water paths and optical depths.
While this finding is preliminary, and not the focus of this pa-
per, it is consistent with previous studies (Wood et al., 2002;
Burleyson et al., 2013; Giangrande et al., 2019) that have
found higher LWPs at night in stratocumulus regimes. One
proposed mechanism is that there is less turbulent coupling
between the ocean surface and clouds during the day, depriv-
ing clouds of moisture and making them more susceptible to
evaporation (Dong et al., 2014).

3.1 Case studies

We now turn our attention to two case studies, which help
demonstrate our algorithm’s usefulness for estimating the

liquid water content of thin liquid clouds. The case stud-
ies come from two randomly chosen 2009 CloudSat gran-
ules that included observations over the subtropical south-
eastern Pacific Ocean, an area with persistent stratocumulus
cloud decks. Figure 6 includes several plots from the first
case study, which occurred during the daytime on 2 Septem-
ber 2009. The left-hand panels show cross sections of vari-
ous observed and retrieved variables along a portion of the
CloudSat orbital track. The CALIOP 532 nm total attenu-
ated backscatter (TAB; Fig. 6a) indicates a cloud top that oc-
curs at around 1.25 km in altitude along nearly the entirety
of this ∼ 500 km long cross section. From the CPR W-band
reflectivity field, however, only portions of this cloud deck
are distinguishable from the background noise. This means
that about half of the cloudy pixels (according to CALIOP)
have no LWC profile in the 2B-CWC-RVOD product. Fig-
ure 6g shows the LWC profile along this cross section ac-
cording to our random forest algorithm, once the subadia-
batic model has been applied to our retrievals of τ and re,
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Figure 5. Distributions of retrieved values of (a) liquid water path, (b) optical depth, and (c) cloud top effective radius from the random
forest model for 2009 daytime (red) and nighttime (blue) pixels between 45° S and 45° N identified by 2B-CLDCLASS-LIDAR as single-
layer liquid clouds. The blue histograms correspond to pixels also identified as cloudy by 1KM-AUX-MODIS and the red histograms to
pixels identified by CALIPSO as cloudy but not by MODIS. The dotted vertical lines represent the median of each distribution.

and Fig. 6i shows a “merged” LWC cross section that uses
the 2B-CWC-RVOD LWC profile where it is non-zero but
fills in the gaps with the random forest result for pixels where
2B-CWC-RVOD does not detect a cloud. For the clouds that
are thick enough to be seen by CloudSat, while the random
forest predictions do not match the 2B-CWC-RVOD profiles
exactly, there is general agreement as to the depth of the
cloud, the order of magnitude of LWC values, and which
pixels have the highest LWC values. In fact, there is excel-
lent agreement between the two retrievals when it comes to
the integrated liquid water path for these CloudSat-detected
pixels, as demonstrated in Fig. 6j. The aim of our product,
however, is not to replace the reflectivity-based retrieval but
to supplement it in the cases where the radar does not detect
a cloud. To this end, it is encouraging that the merged LWC
cross section looks quite reasonable, without any sharp dis-
continuities. Also included in Fig. 6 are the predicted τ and
re values for this cross section from the random forest model
compared to MODIS and (in the case of re) compared to 2B-
CWC-RVOD. For this case, the retrieved optical depth tracks
almost exactly with MODIS, while the effective radius also
generally follows the MODIS line but not quite as closely.
Finally, Fig. 6 plots three of the most important inputs to the
random forest model: TB94, σ0, and CIAB. Where the clouds
are thickest, TB94 is higher, σ0 is lower, and CIAB tends to
be higher (although that measurement is noisier).

The second case study (Fig. 7) is a nighttime case from
30 June 2009. Once again, CALIOP indicates a much less
broken cloud deck than the CloudSat LWC retrieval (2B-
CWC-RO in this case, since 2B-CWC-RVOD is daytime-
only). The random forest LWC profiles are not quite as deep
from cloud base to cloud top as 2B-CWC-RO, leading to
higher maximum LWC values in the random forest output.
Still, the merged LWC cross section looks decent and cer-

tainly closer to reality than 2B-CWC-RO alone. There is
also reasonable agreement between the LWP retrieved by 2B-
CWC-RO and the random forest, although they disagree on
the cloud top effective radius. We see a similar pattern in the
inputs as is present for the daytime case study: higher LWP
is associated with higher TB94 and CIAB and lower σ0, al-
though the pattern is noisier for this case than the daytime
case.

3.2 Input variable importance

We now turn our attention to the question of how our ran-
dom forest model reaches the predictions that it does. Each
of the inputs of the model was chosen because we had rea-
son to believe there would be a physical relationship be-
tween the input variable and one of the target variables (τ
or re). For example, the ocean has a relatively low emissivity
at 94 GHz, meaning that clear-sky pixels will appear colder
than those with clouds. On the other hand, cloud water atten-
uates the radar pulses, so greater cloud water will lead to a
reduced radar return from the ocean surface, all other things
equal (Lebsock et al., 2022). And of course, since they are
attempting to measure the same thing, it is to be expected
that CTER from CALIOP should be related to MODIS cloud
top re. Figure 8 demonstrates these relationships with den-
sity plots. These relationships become even stronger once
accounting for confounding environmental variables. Water
vapor also absorbs microwave radiation at 94 GHz, so higher
TCWV will increase TB94 and decrease σ0, much in the same
way as a cloud. A higher SST will increase surface emission
and will thus also increase TB94. And wind speeds affect the
backscatter characteristics of the ocean surface, with lower
wind speeds tending to lead to higher but also much more
variable surface returns.
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Figure 6. Daytime case study from 2 September 2009 (CloudSat granule 17816). (a) CALIOP total attenuated backscatter; (b) CALIOP
column-integrated attenuated backscatter; (c) CPR reflectivity; (d) CPR surface return and 94 GHz brightness temperature; (e) cloud liquid
water content profiles retrieved by the 2B-CWC-RVOD algorithm; (f) cloud-top effective radius as estimated by MODIS (blue), our random
forest model (red), and 2B-CWC-RVOD (gold); (g) profiles of LWC retrieved by applying the subadiabatic model to the random-forest-
retrieved values of τ and re; (h) optical depth from MODIS and the random forest model; (i) merged profile of LWC, which supplements the
2B-CWC-RVOD retrieval with random forest profiles for cloudy pixels that have no 2B-CWC-RVOD retrieval; and (j) vertically integrated
cloud liquid water path from MODIS (using the subadiabatic model), the random forest algorithm, and 2B-CWC-RVOD.

Figure 7. Nighttime case study from 30 June 2009 (CloudSat granule 16877). As for Fig. 6, except with 2B-CWC-RO replacing 2B-CWC-
RVOD (which is unavailable at night) in panel (e).
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Figure 8. Density plots showing (a) CloudSat 94 GHz brightness temperature, (b) CloudSat surface return, and (c) CALIPSO cloud top re
from Hu et al. (2021), each compared to corresponding MODIS observations from 2008. In each panel, the cyan line shows the conditional
mean of the variable on the y axis, conditioned on the variable on the x axis.

Table 4. Partial correlation coefficients (controlling for the environ-
mental variables of TCWV, SST, and 10 m wind speed) between the
various CloudSat and CALIPSO input variables and the MODIS
target variables of cloud optical depth, effective radius, and liquid
water path. The data come from the 2008 training dataset.

Variable Optical depth Cloud top LWP
corr. re corr. corr.

TB94 0.625 0.410 0.711
σ0 −0.493 −0.308 −0.603
CIAB 0.448 −0.056 0.376
ODCOD τ 0.373 0.047 0.349
CTLWC 0.243 0.046 0.220
CTER 0.042 0.665 0.221

Table 4 shows the partial correlation (e.g., Baba et al.,
2004) between each input variable and MODIS τ , re, and
LWP, accounting for TCWV, SST and wind speed. By this
metric, the most important variables for predicting τ and
LWP are TB94, σ0, and CIAB, while the most important
for predicting re is (unsurprisingly) CTER. A simpler model
than our random forest can be constructed that exploits these
linear relationships. We fit a multinomial linear regression
model to our training dataset of 2008, using the same nine
variables as the random forest model, and then tested the re-
gression model on the 2009 data, and we got correlation co-
efficients of 0.62 and 0.71, respectively, for τ and re. These
are decent correlation coefficients, even if they are smaller
than those obtained from the random forest model.

Why is the random forest model able to do better than the
multilinear regression model? It can interpret nonlinear rela-
tionships in the data. For example, several of the input vari-
ables saturate at high optical depths. This is most extreme
for the ODCOD τ variable, which saturates at cloud opti-
cal depths of about 3 during the daytime and 5 during the
nighttime. As evidenced in Fig. 8, though, the TB94 signal

saturates at a cloud optical depth around 30, and for σ0 sat-
uration is reached closer to an optical depth of 50. Another
example of a nonlinear relationship is the fact that the σ0 vari-
able is more predictive at higher wind speeds than at lower
wind speeds. The linear correlation coefficient between σ0
and MODIS τ is −0.43 for pixels with wind speeds between
7 and 10 m s−1, while it is only −0.24 for pixels with wind
speeds between 0 and 3 m s−1. Partial dependency analysis
(Friedman, 2001; not shown) confirms that our model does
indeed pick up on these nonlinear relationships.

To test which variables are most important to the random
forest model, specifically, we use a method called backwards
sequential feature selection (Aha and Bankert, 1996). Start-
ing with the full list of nine input variables, we train nine
different random forest models to predict MODIS τ , each
missing exactly one of the nine input variables. For computa-
tional reasons, we do not use the full 2008 training dataset but
only a subset consisting of a random 5 %. Each of the result-
ing candidate models is evaluated against the test dataset, and
we search for the model which has the highest correlation be-
tween predicted τ and MODIS τ . The variable that is missing
from this best model is deemed the least important variable
for predicting τ (in this case, that variable is CTLWC). Then
we repeat the process with the remaining eight variables. We
train eight new models, each missing exactly one of the re-
maining variables, and search for the model that performs
best. This process is iteratively repeated until only one vari-
able is left. Similarly, we use backwards sequential feature
selection to determine the most important variables for pre-
dicting MODIS re. The results are plotted in Fig. 9. Accord-
ing to this method, the single most important variable for pre-
dicting MODIS τ is TB94, while the most important variable
for predicting MODIS re is CTER (by far). TCWV also ranks
highly in both lists, probably because knowing the amount of
water vapor greatly improves the utility of the TB94 measure-
ment. Note that this method does not explicitly account for
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Figure 9. (a) Each bar shows the correlation between predicted optical depth and MODIS optical depth, for a model trained and tested using
only the feature below each bar, in addition to all variables to the left. The variables are listed from left to right according to their importance
rank using the backward sequential feature selection algorithm. Note that adding the first few features greatly improves model performance
but that there are diminishing returns to adding additional features. (b) As for panel (a) but for cloud top effective radius.

the correlations among the different input variables, which
influences the features identified as most important. For ex-
ample, if TB94 were unavailable, one would expect σ0 to be
most important for predicting τ . Because TB94 and σ0 are not
independent of each other, σ0 ranks as less important accord-
ing to the backwards sequential feature selection algorithm.

4 Conclusions

Many thin liquid clouds do not produce W-band reflectivities
above the CloudSat radar noise floor or the surface clutter
noise. The current operational cloud water content retrieval
products thus do not include these clouds, which compli-
cates radiative flux calculations and makes comparisons to
climate models more challenging. However, even if these
clouds do not show up in CPR reflectivities, there is a signif-
icant amount of information about the clouds in other Cloud-
Sat observables (in particular, TB94 and σ0) and in the near-
coincident measurements available from CALIPSO. It is this
information that we aim to leverage using our random for-
est model. While machine-learning-based models are often
thought of as “black boxes,” we select input variables that
we expect will be related to the cloud properties of opti-
cal depth and cloud top re through clearly defined physical
mechanisms. Making additional assumptions (i.e., those of
the subadiabatic model), it is straightforward to derive esti-
mated profiles of cloud water.

While the resulting LWC profiles certainly have flaws and
should not be expected to perfectly capture the vertical dis-
tribution of cloud water, there is great potential for them
to be used to augment reflectivity-based estimates of liq-
uid cloud water, filling in the gaps in cases where we know
(from CALIOP and/or MODIS) that a cloud is present but
not detected by CPR. The effects of including these thin

clouds are large. With the random forest model, the daytime
oceanic warm-cloud liquid cloud fraction increases about 5-
fold compared to 2B-CWC-RVOD, while the total warm-
cloud LWP amount nearly doubles. The model gives com-
parable results to the MODIS-based method presented in
Schulte et al. (2023); however, this method does not use ob-
servations that rely on reflected sunlight, so it can be used
during the night.

The method is not without limitations. Many of the in-
put variables are only useful over the ocean, and we have
not considered mixed-phase or multi-layered clouds. It is
also worth noting that CPR, CALIOP, and MODIS obser-
vations are not perfectly coincident and that they have differ-
ent resolutions. The assumptions of the subadiabatic model
should not be expected to hold true in all cases, and both
this study and Schulte et al. (2023) suggest that the suba-
diabatic model might generate clouds that are too vertically
compressed (with a cloud base that is too high) for pixels
with high optical depths. Still, the case studies that we have
shown demonstrate that when one merges the random forest
LWC estimates with profiles from 2B-CWC-RVOD or 2B-
CWC-RO, generally realistic-looking curtains of LWC are
obtained.

We intend to include random forest predictions of oceanic
cloud properties (including τ , re, LWP, and cloud droplet
number concentration) and LWC profiles in the final repro-
cessed version of the 2B-CWC-RVOD product. The method
could also easily be extended to future satellite missions.
The EarthCARE mission (Illingworth et al., 2015), launched
in May 2024, includes both a 94 GHz radar and a 355 nm
lidar and MODIS-like instruments. While retraining would
be necessary due to instrument differences, our random for-
est method could be used to supplement EarthCARE LWC
profile estimates for thin clouds. A lidar and cloud-sensitive
radar are also being planned for the polar orbiting satellite of
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NASA’s Atmosphere Observing System (AOS). This radar
is likely to be even less sensitive to thin clouds than CPR,
meaning non-reflectivity-based strategies of estimating liq-
uid cloud properties will be all the more important.
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